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Abstract

Automated composite manufacturing processes such as Automated Tape Laying (ATL) and Automated Fibre

Placement (AFP) are effective methods to produce high quality, lightweight parts. Typically, preimpregnated

fibres or tapes are laid side-by-side onto a tooling surface to generate the composite preform. Although

these two main technologies are widely used to produce large composite components, inconsistencies such

as overlapping tapes or gaps between adjacent tapes may occur during the manufacturing. Within this

study, the effect of gaps and overlaps, so-called defects, has been investigated experimentally. Tensile and

compressive testing has been carried out on specimens with a quasi-isotropic, symmetric layup into which

artificial defects in various defined formations were introduced. Of particular interest were the strength

knockdown factors and changes in the failure mode.

Keywords: A. Automated fibre placement, B. Defects, C. Fibre misalignment, D. Delamination

1. Introduction1

Conventional hand lay-up techniques are strongly confined by the requirement of a manual operator2

during the manufacturing process. Furthermore, the size of the structure is limited by the worker’s reach.3

In terms of these two aspects, it is obvious that the production of even small composite parts is time-4

consuming and becomes more uneconomical for greater production numbers. Thus automation is required5

in most industrial fields to increase the productivity as well as the structures’ size [1].6

In the area of composite manufacturing two main technologies have been established: Automated Fibre7

Placement (AFP) and Automated Tape Laying (ATL). These technologies are being employed today to8

manufacture advanced composite laminates from unidirectional prepregs. Both techniques are fairly similar9

to each other. ATL is able to place wide unidirectional prepreg tapes onto a tooling surface with automatic10

removal of the ply backing. AFP, in contrast, uses a band of narrow strips or tows of prepreg material.11

These strips are aligned in the layup head and can be cut individually if desired. Finally, the strips are layed12

down adjacent to each other [2]. By using one of these techniques large composite parts can be produced.13
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However, despite the high productivity and the ability to manufacture large parts, limitations in the14

AFP process can be identified. One of the limitations is the occurrence of defects during the layup process.15

These defects can either appear randomly or recurrently. The frequency of the occurrence depends on16

the complexity of the part and processing parameters such as tow width, layup speed and, if applied, tow17

steering. Steering induced defects such as tow buckling, tow pull-up and tow misalignment may occur if the18

steering radius is too small [2]. In general, defects cause discontinuities in the layup. Such discontinuities19

are characterised by a distortion of the fibre paths with unwanted fibre terminations. At the ends of the20

fibres, stress concentrations are likely to arise which significantly influences the mechanical performance of21

the composite.22

Many authors have studied the effect of defects in the past in order to better understand and predict23

the influence of ply discontinuities that can for example occur in the manufacturing process. Sawicki and24

Minguet [3] studied the influence of gaps and overlaps on the compressive strength of composite laminates.25

They conducted their investigation with the background of the AFP techniques that are used in the fabri-26

cation of aircraft wings and fuselage skins. They carried out tests with up to 5 mm thick specimens, which27

contained defects with different widths from 0.76 mm (0.03 in) to 2.54 mm (0.10 in). The specimens had28

integrated defects only in the 90◦ off-axis plies in order to cause the most severe out-of-plane wrinkling in29

the adjacent, load-bearing 0◦ plies. It was found that a relatively sharp decrease in strength occurs when30

smaller gaps/overlaps are present. By increasing the defect width up to 2.54 mm, the reduction in strength31

is only slightly higher. The recorded strength knockdowns were approximately 8–13 %. Turoski [4] carried32

out experimental and numerical studies on the effects of manufacturing defects on carbon-epoxy composite33

strength. Gaps with different sizes and in certain distributions were introduced in composites during the34

manufacturing. Experiments on waisted unnotched and open hole specimens in both tension and compres-35

sion were conducted. A maximum knockdown in the ultimate tensile strength (unnotched specimens) of36

slightly more than 15 % has been recorded. This knockdown was observed in the mean strength on speci-37

mens with ”3 gaps”. For the same specimen configuration (”3 gaps”), a knockdown of less than 10 % was38

recorded in compression. Croft et al. [5] carried out experiments on single gap, overlap and half gap/overlap39

specimens in tension and compression. They observed a negligible decrease of the ultimate strength for the40

gap containing specimens and even an increase for the specimens with overlaps (obtained for both tension41

and compression). The unexpected property rise for the overlap specimens is not well explained as it is42

claimed that it has been caused by an area calculation error. Li et al. [6] developed finite element meshing43

tools to effectively integrate defects in the layup. They modelled the out-of-plane waviness and ply thickness44

variations caused by gaps and overlaps and predicted the strength knockdowns for various defect combina-45

tions. Lan et al. studied experimentally the effect of isolated gaps and overlaps in various defect sizes on46

the tensile [7], in-plane shear and compressive [8] properties. They confirmed results reported by Li et al.47

[6] that defects in composites have a much smaller influence on the mechanical properties when a caul plate48
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was used during laminate curing. The caul plate reduced significantly thickness variations and allows for49

resin flow. Compared to the reference composites, strength knockdown factors of less than 10, 5 and 12%50

were reported for tension, in-plane shear and compression, respectively.51

That defects such as gaps and overlaps can cause fibre misalignments, particularly in the out-of-plane52

direction (thickness direction of the laminate), has been shown by different authors [3, 5, 9]. Hsiao and Daniel53

[10] earlier studied the effect of fibre waviness on the mechanical (compressive) properties of fibre composites.54

However, the waviness in their specimens was not induced by defects but introduced by a uniform waviness55

in a tape-winding process. They found that fibre misalignments cause interlaminar shear and through-56

thickness normal stresses. Due to the presence of such stresses a delamination failure in composites is most57

likely. After delamination has occurred, a lower fibre support is provided by the matrix. This makes the58

specimen even more susceptible to global buckling because of the reduced thickness of now individually59

acting laminae compared with the initial component.60

In general, the term defect may be used to describe an enormous range of possible phenomena in struc-61

tures as discussed above [11, 12]. In this research, only manufacturing related artefacts are described as62

defects. Two types of defects that may arise during processing have been identified. Ideally, adjacent tows63

should be laid down precisely side-by-side onto the surface of a mould. However, when the tooling geometry64

becomes more complex, gaps between the tows may be created (Figure 1a) or the tows overlap slightly65

(Figure 1b). These two types of defects, which have been also studied previously by other authors [5, 7, 8],66

were selected for isolated (only gaps or overlaps) and combined (gaps and overlaps) studies to investigate67

their effect on the mechanical performance.68

Tape 1 Tape 2

Gap

(a)

Tape 1 Tape 2

Overlap

(b)

Figure 1: Schematic definition of (a) Gap and (b) Overlap defect types between adjoining tapes, adapted from [6]

It should be noted that due to the AFP manufacturing method of laying down unidirectional material,69

the local defect orientation is inherently parallel to the fibre direction. This aspect is important and so70

was taken into account in the manual manufacturing process of the defect containing composites. In this71

context, a very high number of defect combinations can be integrated. In this study, constant defect size72
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and stagger distance, both 2 mm, were considered. The defects were integrated into the off-axis plies, i.e.73

±45 and 90◦ plies. Figure 2 shows a possible defect distribution within a layup. In the side-on schematic74

on the left side, the defects are illustrated as rectangles and may be either gaps or overlaps. The close-up75

view on the right side depicts the paths of three defects through each ply of one sub-laminate.76

Defect
size

x = loading direction

z = stacking direction

y = transverse direction
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90°
45°

0°
-45°

90°
45°
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90°
45°

0°
-45°

45°
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-45°
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centre-line

Figure 2: Layup of a defect containing laminate. The left view shows the side-on schematic through the specimen centre-line,

illustrating the defects as coloured rectangles and defining the parameters ”defect size” and ”stagger distance”. The close-up

view on the right shows the paths of the defects through one sub-laminate.

When laying down the tows onto a surface with a complex shape, a defect distribution may be very77

repetitive due to automation, or it may be highly random. Therefore, it is important to understand the in-78

fluences and the driving mechanisms of separate and combined defects, which is thus far not well understood.79

In the study presented here, pristine test specimens, along with samples that have artificially introduced80

defects, have been tested in tension and compression. The averaged ultimate strength values and the failure81

behaviour were analysed and compared. The aim was to develop a defect configuration with a sufficiently82

high severity to study effects of gaps and overlaps defects on both the failure strength and failure mode. It83

should be noted that the presented effects on properties and failure sequences are only valid for the defect84

formations presented in this paper.85

2. Experimental procedure86

2.1. Defect types selection87

Several defect configurations were developed in addition to pristine specimens. The gap and overlap88

formations are illustrated schematically in Figure 3. In this figure, the red and yellow rectangles illustrate89

gap and overlap defects, respectively. In the first step, the gaps and overlaps were considered independently90

and in an aligned configuration (see ”Gaps” and ”Overlaps” specimens in Figure 3). To obtain a higher91
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induced out-of-plane fibre misalignment severity, a stagger was introduced to the defect configuration (see92

”Staggered Gaps”) and subsequently a staggered gap and overlap combination (see ”Gaps & Overlaps”).93
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Figure 3: Overview of defect configurations, shown are the middle-cross-sections

Before specimens of the defect configurations, introduced in Figure 3, were prepared for testing, typical94

sample cross sections, in which all defects intersect, were inspected via cut up and optical microscopy95

(Figure 4). The micrographs depict the structural changes within the layup when defects are present. It96

can be seen that gaps allow for the creation of resin pockets and space for the innermost layers to deflect97

towards the centre line. Contrary, the overlaps force the layers to bend in the direction of the laminate98

surfaces.99

2.2. Manufacturing techniques100

The laminates were manufactured through manual layup of unidirectional carbon fibre prepreg plies101

(IM7/8552 by Hexcel). Although the hand layup has a low productivity and might not be entirely represen-102

tative for automated fibre laying processes, it allows one to work with a good accuracy to isolate single or103

controlled occurrences of defects in the specimen gauge sections to mimic actual defects in the AFP process.104

The selection of defect type and severity was inspired by industrial observations. The hand layup technique105

becomes particularly suitable when staggered defects need to be precisely placed. The plies of different layers106

have been stacked in such manner that the final composites had a [+452/902/ − 452/02]
3S

quasi-isotropic107

layup. For each direction, two plies of the same orientation were doubled up before layup and were treated108

as a single, blocked ply of increased thickness. The ply thickness has significant influence on the failure mode109

and the failure strength of quasi-isotropic composites [13]. A nominal cured ply thickness of 0.25 mm was110

used to allow for delamination dominated failure. To design the crossing defects in the layup, the gaps and111

overlaps had to be integrated into the cutting layout. Therefore, ply related cutting paths were generated in112
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 x = loading direction 

z = stacking direction 

 y = transverse direction 

Gaps & Overlaps

Gaps Overlaps Staggered Gaps

1 mm 1 mm1 mm

1 mm

Figure 4: Microscopy images of the middle cross sections of the defect containing specimens revealing fibre misalignments

caused by the gap and overlap defects. The gaps are present in form of resin pockets (black regions), whereas the overlaps are

indicated by the transparent blue and yellow shapes

the Autodesk INVENTOR CAD software. The cutting of the plies was done by an automated ply cutting113

machine.114

Figure 5 shows exemplary how 2 mm wide gaps were created during the layup process. Composite spacers115

with a width of 2 mm were used to separate plies within one layer (Figure 5a). In addition, woven strips116

that do not affect the composite’s properties were placed at the edges of the panel (Figure 5b). These117

strips are visible after the composite curing, which allows for a accurate extraction of test specimens from118

the cured plate. Figure 5c further shows that 2 mm staggers can be precisely realised. Such staggers have119

been introduced into the defect configurations ”Staggered Gaps” and ”Gaps & Overlaps” (see schematics in120

Figure 3).121

The prepreg stacks were cured in a laboratory autoclave, using a curing cycle for monolithic components122

in accordance with the manufacture’s product data sheet [14]. The processing parameters during curing123

were recorded by thermocouples and pressure gauges. During the curing of the prepreg plates, a flat tooling124

base and 6 mm steel caul plates were used to achieve specimens with constant thickness and a flat surface125

on both sides.126
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defect size

(a)

2 mm wide gaps

in 90° plies
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in 45° ply

(b)

2 mm wide stagger

in 90° plies

(c)

Figure 5: Gap manufacturing process; (a) Use of 2 mm wide spacer in placement of the broadgoods plies, (b) Achieved gaps in

the plies and edge markers to better locate the defects after composite curing (white backing paper is visible on the ply upper

surface) and (c) Specimen during the layup showing the introduction of precise staggers

2.3. Test methods and set-up127

The effects of artificially integrated gaps and overlaps were experimentally studied via tension and128

compression tests. Both test methods were carried out at ambient temperature using a servo-hydraulic129

InstronTMuniversal material testing machine with a 250 kN load cell.130

The test specimen size was 250 mm x 30 mm and 116 mm x 30 mm for the tension and the compression131

test coupons, respectively. The thickness for both types was nominally 6 mm. Both sets of specimens had132

bonded on glass fibre-reinforced epoxy end tabs, acting as sample support in the clamping region, leading133

to a gauge length of 150 mm and 36 mm for the tension and compression specimens, respectively. The134

compression samples’ gauge section was chosen to allow the cross-over defect zone to be entirely within the135

gauge section (see schematic in Figure 6).136

6 mm wide AFP 
tow width

2 mm 
defect size

Figure 6: Top view schematic of the compression specimens of defect configuration ”Gaps & Overlaps” with defect cross-over

points within the gauge section, the red dashed lines indicate the defect path underneath the end tabs which are shown in

yellow

The tensile tests were carried out in accordance with ASTM D3039. Samples were clamped in the137

testing machines grips with a clamping pressure of 6 bar to prevent slippage of the samples. The tensile138

load was applied with a displacement controlled rate of 0.5 mm/min. The compression specimens were tested139
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using the so-called Imperial College test method proposed by Haeberle and Matthews [15]. This method140

was favoured because of its ease in terms of jig handling along with a combined loosely clamped end and141

shear load introduction, which reduces premature specimen damage due to decreased stress concentrations142

[15, 16]. Because of the shorter gauge length of the compression specimens, a reduced constant loading143

rate of 0.25 mm/min was used. The force and displacement data were recorded at a sampling rate of 10 Hz.144

Seven pristine samples and four specimens for each defect configuration were tested in tension. Akin, six145

pristine, ”Gaps” and ”Gaps &Overlaps” and five ”Overlaps” and ”Staggered Gaps” specimens were tested146

in compression. Because of the goal to test cross-over defects, meaning the integrated defects intersect in147

the centre of the specimen’s gauge section, only a limited number of samples could be extracted from the148

laminates.149

A Photron Fastcam SA1.1 high speed camera (HSC) equipped with a Nikon Micro-Nikkor 105 mm f2.8150

type lense was used for both test methods to record the damage behaviour during the failure of the specimens.151

The focus of the camera was always set to one edge of the specimens. Although, the observed phenomena are152

not fully representative for the entire coupon because of edge effects, this high speed camera system allows153

for the analysis of relevant highly-dynamic failure mechanisms. In [13], it is pointed out that in test coupons154

initial failure is controlled by free edge delamination due to high interlaminar shear stresses as a result of155

limited specimen size. Since delamination can be induced by shear stresses associated with free edges, the156

chosen measurement set-up can detect initial delaminations. The frame rate of the HSC was set to 48’000157

frames per second. This high frame rate comes slightly at the cost of image resolution. However, capturing158

images with a smaller time interval was preferred to gain a better insight into the failure behaviour.159

3. Results and Discussion160

The pristine and the defect containing specimens were tested in both tension and compression. The161

majority of the tests were conducted accompanied by high speed camera (HSC) recordings to analyse the162

failure mode, the location of damage initiation and potential changes due to the introduction of the different163

defects. Because of the capturing of the images at a high frame rate compared to the sampling rate of the164

load data, the difference in time between the frames are given in the individual frame series. The HSC series165

show the failure event and were thus recorded at less than 1 % below maximum stress. The very last image166

of each series was chosen to be t = 0.167

The analyses of the tests are divided into the following sections:168

• Failure Test Results - Tension (Strength and stiffness),169

• High Speed Camera Analysis - Tension (Failure behaviour),170

• Failure Test Results - Compression (Strength and stiffness),171

• High Speed Camera Analysis - Compression (Failure behaviour).172
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3.1. Tensile testing173

3.1.1. Strength and stiffness174

The recorded stress-displacement curves of the tensile specimens are shown in Figure 7. Four curves175

per batch are illustrated, which are separated by an displacement offset of 1 mm to better distinguish the176

stress-displacement curves of each of the specimen configurations.177
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Figure 7: Tensile stress-displacement curves (horizontal offset added for a better visualisation)

It can be seen that all of the curves exhibit a similar slope in the lower displacement region. The slope178

relates to the stiffness of the samples. Although, the deformation in the sample gauge section was not179

explicitly measured, by for example using a clip-on extensometer, the tensile moduli, Et, were calculated180

based on the crosshead displacement. Therefore, the strain range 0.05 – 0.25 % was used. The average of181

the measured moduli for the pristine and the defect configurations are reported in Table 1. The pristine182

specimens show the lowest tensile modulus, which could be a manufacturing related issue, for example a183

slightly misaligned specimen extraction from the composite. The moduli of the defect containing specimens184

decrease negligibly with increasing number of defects. A drop in the modulus when integrating severe185

defect formations was not expected. The defects should not have such a great influence on the mechanical186

performance within the small strain range in which the tensile modulus was calculated. However, at larger187

displacements, the deviation from the linear-elastic material behaviour is obvious and it is more pronounced188

for the specimens with a higher number of defects. In addition to the measurements, the equivalent laminate189

modulus in the longitudinal direction for the quasi-isotropic layup was calculated using classical laminate190

theory (CLT). The engineering constants for unidirectional IM7/8552 were taken from Lander et al. [17].191

Two cases for the laminate analysis were considered, i.e. single ply and blocked ply thickness. For both192
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cases an in-plane isotropic modulus of 62 GPa was calculated. This, on one hand, proves that the elastic193

modulus is independent of the ply thickness and, on the other hand, that the CLT model predicts a good194

approximate stiffness.195

The difference in the ultimate tensile failure strength can be also clearly seen in the stress-displacement196

diagram. In Table 1 the number of samples tested, n, the average ultimate tensile failure strength, σ̄t max,197

including its standard deviations, and the coefficients of variation for failure strength, CV , are summarised.198

In addition, this table depicts the relative change in ultimate tensile strength compared to the pristine199

properties (referred to as knockdown factors).200

In order to determine the statistical significance of these knockdown factors, a non-parametric statistical201

test was carried out. A non-parametric tests is necessary to perform as a normal distribution cannot be202

assumed because of the low sample number. Therefore, a two-tailed Wilcoxon rank test with the null203

hypothesis of ”zero median”, i.e. no difference between two sets of data, and a level of significance of 0.05204

was carried out. The P-values and the interpretation of the statistical tests are reported in Table 1. It205

should be noted that a statistical significance may be also caused by negative knockdown factors.206

Table 1: Summary of tensile properties of pristine and defect specimens and results of statistical significance based on Student’s

t-test

Configuration n Et (GPa) σ̄t max (MPa) CV of σ̄t max (%) Knockdown P-value Significant

factor difference

for σ̄t max (%) in strength

Pristine 7 69.8 ± 0.7 750 ± 12.5 1.90 – – –

Gaps 4 76.7 ± 0.3 740 ± 7.7 1.05 1.3 0.2303 no

Overlaps 4 75.7 ± 0.6 773 ± 13.4 1.73 -3 0.0242 yes

Staggered Gaps 4 72.9 ± 0.4 749 ± 19.4 2.59 0.2 0.98 no

Gaps & Overlaps 4 72.3 ± 0.8 694 ± 7.6 1.10 7.4 0.0061 yes

The pristine specimens reached an average failure stress value of 750 MPa. This measure correlates with207

values reported in the literature. For example, Wisnom et al. [18] measured a failure strength of 660 MPa208

for a 16 layer quasi-isotropic IM7/8552 layup with blocked plies. In K. Marlett [19], a tensile strength of209

722 MPa for a single ply quasi-isotropic layup is reported.210

The ”Gaps” type specimens yielded an average strength value of 740 MPa, which is negligibly below the211

pristine property. The six gaps in the middle-most sub-laminates of the specimens have not had a significant212

influence on the ultimate tensile strength. The ”Overlaps” specimens yielded the highest ultimate strength213

values among the various specimen types. Hence, the average stress value led to a negative knockdown214

factor compared with the pristine. It is assumed that the higher fibre volume content in the overlapped215
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regions adds sufficient integrity, enabling the specimens to bear the applied load, especially towards the end216

of each test. Another result that was not expected is the ultimate failure stress value of the ”Staggered217

Gaps” configuration. The mean value varied just 1 MPa from the pristine, leading to a very little knockdown218

of 0.2 %. After developing and testing more severe defect formations, the ”Gaps & Overlaps” configuration219

eventually depicted a significant knockdown in the averaged strength value. The significance of the ”Gaps220

& Overlaps” knockdown was proven by the t-test. In addition, the average strength value is beyond the221

scatter of the other defect configurations and has itself an acceptably low standard deviation.222

3.1.2. Failure behaviour223

Almost every individual test was accompanied by high speed camera (HSC) recordings of one edge of224

the specimen. In this way, out-of-plane fibre misalignments and failure initiation could be observed. One225

representative series of HSC frames for each defect configuration and for the pristine case is shown. The226

frames are extracted prior to the failure event. Since the used frame rate is significantly higher compared227

to the load data acquisition rate, it can be assumed that the five images that are presented for every failure228

event are captured at less than 1 % below maximum load. In the analysis, similarities and differences in the229

damage development and final failure between the specimens of different defect configurations and within230

one configuration are discussed.231

a) Pristine232

Quasi-isotropic specimens with +45◦ or -45◦ surface plies exhibit matrix cracks in these plies relatively233

early in the loading process when loaded in tension. Furthermore, the cracked pieces have a tendency to234

peel off from the specimen (indicated by the yellow oval in Figure 8 (a)). The cracking event is clearly235

accompanied by an audible sound. These premature transverse matrix cracks that arose also in the 90◦236

plies, were followed by delamination. As it is shown in frame (a) in Figure 8, delaminations occur at the237

weakest interfaces between off-axis plies of different fibre orientation, i.e. +45/90 and 90/-45 interface. This238

was also observed in the experimental work in Ref. [20] and Ref. [21]. Transverse matrix cracks arise239

relatively early in the 90◦ plies because of their relatively low strength in the loading direction. At those240

matrix cracks, high interlaminar shear stresses develop and thus delamination occurs. Furthermore, the241

transverse cracks allow the delamination to migrate between ply interfaces.242

Although significant delaminations and large cracks were present, the load bearing 0◦ plies were still243

intact and no load drops were recorded. Upon further loading, fibre failure in one 0◦ ply occurred (see red244

oval in Figure 8 (b)) which led to sudden load shedding of the specimen. Figure 8 (c) is the first image of245

the catastrophic failure. This frame shows the fibre failures within the outer sub-laminates, whereas the 0◦246

plies seem to be still intact at the point of specimen failure. Figure 8 (d) and (e) depict the failure event247

further.248
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The precise failure mode is uncertain and presumably a combination of both delamination and subsequent249

fibre failure. However, due to the large amount of premature ply separation, it can be classified as a250

delamination driven failure [22]. That means, according to the tensile test failure mode reported in the tensile251

test standard (ASTM D3039 [23]) the specimens failure can be classified as DGM (D: edge delamination,252

G: gage, M: middle) followed by XGM (X: explosion, G: gage, M: middle). It should be noted that this253

classification of the failure sequence is valid for all of the defect configurations tested. The differences in254

the damage progression and the failure mode is discussed in the respective paragraphs and compared in the255

discussion.256

A leading explanation as to why the specimens failed by delamination is the amount of the blocked plies.257

The number of blocked plies has a significant influence on the failure mode. In the considered case, the258

number of blocked plies is 2 which leads to a nominal ply thickness of 0.25 mm. In Garrett and Bailey259

[24] it was found that the susceptibility to matrix cracks increases with an increase in ply thickness. This260

correlates with the test results reported by Wisnom and Hallett in [21, 22]. Consequently, the final failure261

of the specimens was preceded by transverse cracking and free edge controlled delaminations.262

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

early delaminations

t = - 21 usec t = - 42 usec t = 0 t = - 63 usec t = - 84 usec 

Figure 8: High speed camera frames: Tension test prior to final failure of pristine specimen 3, yellow and red ovals are indicating

an early onset of surface ply damage and location of final failure initiation, respectively

b) Gaps263

The frame series in Figure 9 has been obtained from the captured high speed camera pictures during the264
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tension test of a ”Gap” specimen. In frame (a), the locations where the cross-over gaps reach the specimen’s265

edge are indicated by the red squares. In addition, the frame (a) shows the premature damage in form of266

delaminations that occurred in each of the middle-most sub-laminate of the two symmetric parts. Similar to267

the pristine specimens, these delaminations are controlled by free edge failure, which occurred without any268

significant load drop in the force-displacement curve. In addition, the 45◦ surface plies tended to peel off,269

indicated by the yellow oval in frame (a). In Figure 9 (b), the red oval depicts the location where surface270

plies delaminated which triggered the catastrophic failure shown in frame (c). Figure 9 (d) and (e) depict271

the failure event further.272

Differences between the pristine and the ”Gap” failure mode may be seen in the space created by the early273

delaminations. The segregation of sub-laminates is more pronounced in the pristine specimens. However,274

no difference in the final failure mode compared with the pristine specimen was found (see Figure 8 for the275

pristine and Figure 9 for the ”Gaps” specimen).276

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

early delaminations

t = - 21 usec t = - 42 usec t = 0 t = - 63 usec t = - 84 usec 

Figure 9: High speed camera frames: Tension test prior to final failure of ”Gaps”, specimen 1, the transparent red fields in

frame (a) indicate the regions where the gaps reach the edge of the specimen, yellow and red ovals are indicating an early onset

of surface ply damage and location of final failure initiation, respectively

c) Overlaps277

Similar to the previous two specimen types, the ”Overlaps” specimens revealed no obvious changes within278

the failure mode and the overall behaviour prior to catastrophic failure compared to the the pristine and279
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”Gaps” specimens. Surface ply splitting and early delaminations in the two middle-most sub-laminates280

were observed again that were followed by unstable crack growth that led to localised fibre failure. One281

aspect that can be clearly depicted from Figure 10 (a) is that the peeled off 45◦ surface plies cause initial282

delamination (regions indicated by the yellow ovals). The crack could propagate from the split ply into the283

interface between the ply itself and the adjacent 90◦ ply. Subsequently, the delamination grew into the next284

inner interface abetted by the transverse cracks in the 90◦ plies. At this location, however, the propagation285

is stopped and it can be assumed that the available energy at this point was not high enough in order to286

create new surfaces (Figure 10 (b)). Final failure occurred then by the breakage of a 0◦ ply (frame (c) in287

Figure 10). Figure 10 (d) and (e) depict the failure event further.288

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

early delaminations

t = - 21 usec t = - 42 usec t = 0 t = - 63 usec t = - 84 usec 

Figure 10: High speed camera frames: Tension test prior to final failure of ”Overlaps” specimen 4, yellow and red ovals are

indicating an early onset of surface ply damage and location of final failure initiation, respectively

d) Staggered Gaps289

The manner in which the tension specimens of ”Staggered Gaps” configuration failed is fairly similar to290

the specimens examined above. Matrix cracking accompanied by the peel off effect of the 45◦ surface plies291

were observed again (yellow oval in frame (a) in Figure 11). The cracking of the surface plies was followed by292

delaminations between internal off-axis plies. However, when looking at the HSC frames, shown in Figure 11,293

one can clearly see that the delamination size is smaller compared to the specimen types discussed before294

(see frames (a) and (b)). The occurrence of delaminations in the case of the ”Staggered Gaps” specimens295
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was not limited to a few number of sub-laminates but could be observed in more interfaces. In addition, ply296

separations appeared less pronounced as it could be for example seen on the pristine specimens. In contrast297

to the previously discussed sample types, the initiation of the catastrophic failure caused by a breakage298

of 0◦ plies could not be observed for ”Staggered Gaps” specimens. In the particular case of the specimen299

shown in Figure 11, final failure occurred as a result of unstable delamination propagation, which triggered300

a snap back motion prior to final failure. The red oval in frame (b) indicates the location of this motion.301

Figure 11 (c)-(e) depict the failure event further.302

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
t = - 21 usec t = - 42 usec t = 0 t = - 63 usec t = - 84 usec 

Figure 11: High speed camera frames: Tension test prior to final failure of ”Staggered Gaps” specimen 3, yellow and red ovals

are indicating an early onset of surface ply damage and location of final failure initiation, respectively

e) Gaps & Overlaps303

The ”Gaps & Overlaps” tension specimens (Figure 12) failed very similar to the specimens of ”Staggered304

Gaps” (Figure 11). The most obvious difference was again the reduced level of the early delaminations. These305

delaminations seem to be more located around the defects compared to the pristine specimens where free306

edge delaminations along the entire gauge section were observed. Just small splittings within the specimens307

could be observed. However, the way in which the subsequent catastrophic failure has been initiated was308

similar compared with the ”Staggered Gaps” specimens. The peel off effect on the specimen’s surface are309

indicated by the yellow ovals in Figure 12 (a). Catastrophic failure occurred presumably due to unstable310

delamination propagation. The region, in which this propagation was evident is indicated by the red oval311

in frame (b). Figure 11 (c)-(e) depict the failure event further.312
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
t = - 21 usec t = - 42 usec t = 0 t = - 63 usec t = - 84 usec 

Figure 12: High speed camera frames: Tension test prior to final failure of ”Gaps & Overlaps” specimen 2, yellow and red ovals

are indicating an early onset of surface ply damage and location of final failure initiation, respectively

3.1.3. Discussion313

The specimens tested in tension, independent of the defect configurations, exhibited free-edge delamina-314

tions prior to the final failure. This failure mode is constantly present since rather narrow specimens with315

free edges were tested. In principle, free edges are discontinuities in the layup which lead to the occurrence316

of high interlaminar stresses due to the change in elastic layer material properties. These stresses evoke317

reductions in the failure strength [13, 25]. Laminate edge treatments to alleviate the detrimental effect of318

free edges such as a progressive reduction of the fibre volume content towards the free edges [26] or an319

introduction of pure resin edges after composite curing [27] were not conducted in this study.320

Despite the presence of the delamination failure mode, it seems that the defect configuration has an effect321

on the pattern of delaminations. It was found that the higher the amount of integrated defects the more322

localised the formation of free edge delamination. The pristine samples showed fairly large delamination323

zones, whereas the ”Gaps” and ”Overlaps” specimens exhibited a more localised damage pattern. The324

localisation of premature damage was found to be even more pronounced in the ”Staggered Gaps” and325

”Gaps & Overlaps” samples. Cracks and minor delaminations at the position of the defects arose. It may326

be that the presence of the defects disrupts the major free edge delamination. Despite smaller delamination327

zones, observed in the two most significant defect configurations, the failure mode was still strongly influenced328

by delamination.329
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3.2. Compression testing330

3.2.1. Strength and stiffness331

The recorded stress-displacement curves of the compression specimens are shown in Figure 13. At least332

five curves per batch are illustrated, separated by an displacement offset of 1 mm to ease the comparison.333
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Figure 13: Compression stress-displacement curves (horizontal offset added for a better visualisation)

In Table 2, the measured compressive moduli, Ec, the average ultimate compressive failure strength334

values, σ̄c max, statistical numbers and knockdown factors of each defect configuration tested in compression335

are summarised. This table also contains the Student’s t-test P-values and the interpretation of the statistical336

significance for the difference in failure strength. To account for potential low slopes of the curves at the337

beginning of compression tests, the strain range for the calculation of the compressive moduli were adapted338

to 0.2 – 0.4 %. Similar to the tensile specimens, a large change in the stiffness could not be recorded,339

suggesting that the material behaviour in the low strain regime is almost unaffected by the defects.340

In terms of the strength, the pristine specimens reached an average compressive failure stress of 643 MPa.341

An interesting behaviour could be noticed on the pristine specimens which did not fail catastrophically after342

reaching the maximum load carrying ability, but were able to partially recover. The recovery is evident343

after the drops in the stress-displacement curves. The load did not go all the way down to zero but went to344

a certain level. From this level, the specimens were able to further increase their load bearing ability until345

final failure occurred in a catastrophic fashion. This effect is further analysed in conjunction with the failure346

behaviour in section 3.2.2. The ”Gaps” specimens yielded an average strength value of 692 MPa, which347

is an increase of 7.6 %. The ”Overlaps” specimens, similar to the tensile specimens, yielded the highest348

average ultimate failure strength value among the specimen types tested. The improvement compared349
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Table 2: Summary of compressive properties of pristine and of defect specimens and results of statistical significance based on

Student’s t-test

Configuration n Ec (GPa) σ̄c max (MPa) CV of σ̄c max (%) Knockdown P-value Significant

factor difference

for σ̄c max (%) in strength

Pristine 6 42.3 ± 0.8 -643 ± 40.6 6.31 – – –

Gaps 6 41.2 ± 0.7 -692 ± 16.3 2.35 -7.6 0.0087 yes

Overlaps 5 42.0 ± 1.2 -705 ± 21.7 3.08 -9.5 0.0173 yes

Staggered Gaps 5 42.3 ± 0.7 -652 ± 30.6 4.70 -1.3 0.9307 no

Gaps & Overlaps 6 39.7 ± 2.7 -549 ± 76.6 13.95 14.7 0.0411 yes

to the pristine properties is 9.5 %. The failure strength of the ”Staggered Gaps” samples also showed a350

performance improvement of 1.3 %. The ”Gaps & Overlaps” configuration finally yielded the more expected351

strength knockdown of 14.7 %. This knockdown value is beyond the scatter of the other samples types. A352

significant difference as the result of the Wilcoxon signed rank test are given for the ”Gaps”, ”Overlaps” and353

”Gaps & Overlaps” specimens. However, it should be noted that only the ”Gaps & Overlaps” specimens354

exhibit a positive knockdown factor.355

3.2.2. Failure behaviour356

a) Pristine357

The final failure in compression of a carbon/epoxy specimen occurs suddenly without any significant358

sign compared for example with the peel-off effect of surface plies during a tensile test. However, in the case359

of the pristine specimens, a debonding effect could be observed. The compressive ply peel-off is caused by360

local buckling of several surface plies. In contrast, the peeling off during a tension test is primarily induced361

by matrix splitting [28]. The local buckling mode under uniaxial compression is reported in [29] as buckle362

delamination failure. This mode of failure occurs when surface layers are debonded from the main laminate,363

parallel to the loading direction. It may occur due to arising out-of-plane stresses, possibly as a result of364

fibre misalignment.365

The high speed camera series in Figure 14 (a) shows that the first failure, i.e. buckling delamination,366

occurred on the right side of this particular specimen. This delamination was initiated in the centre of367

the gauge length and propagated towards the region close to the end tabs. The next failure event was368

the surface layer debonding on the left hand side of the specimen (indicated by the yellow oval in frame369

(b)). The development of this buckling related delamination is shown in the frames (b)-(f), which is closely370

followed by fibre failure (red oval in frame (g)), causing ultimate failure of the specimen. Figure 14 (h)-(j)371
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depict the failure event further.372

(a)

peeled off plies

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(b) (c) (d) (e)

t = - 21 usec t = - 42 usec t = 0 t = - 63 usec t = - 84 usec 

t = - 126 usec t = - 147 usec t = -105 usec t = - 168 usec t = - 189 usec 

Figure 14: High speed camera frames: Compression test prior to final failure of pristine, specimen 4, yellow and red ovals are

indicating the locations of failure initiation by delamination and fibre failure, respectively

An interesting phenomenon is the extensive peel-off effect associated with a significant drop in load but373

without a simultaneously occurring final failure. This effect could only be observed on pristine specimens374

tested in compression. After the sudden drop, the specimens still had the capability to carry almost the entire375

applied load. However, the load level, reached right before the significant load drop, could not be reached376

again. Thus, the maximum obtained load has been used for the calculation of the strength and its average377

value. Figure 15 shows a stress-displacement curve of a specimen that failed in such a manner described378

above. At the point of maximum load, some plies have been peeled off from one end of the specimen. The379

final failure, however, occurred accompanied by a similar effect, but on the opposite side of the specimen.380

Because of the debilitated structure as a result of these delamination failures, it can be assumed that the381

specimens ultimately failed by a combination of further delamination and fibre microbuckling or kinking382

[29].383
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Figure 15: Compression stress-displacement chart with one-sided plies peel-off at maximum load without loosing integrity and

subsequent final failure of a pristine specimen

The behaviour of the specimen shown in the stress-displacement diagram (Figure 15) is fairly similar to384

the one of specimen shown in the HSC images (Figure 14). However, this HSC specimen did not exhibit385

any significant drops in the recorded load. The final failure, based on the HSC analysis, occurred just 2.3µs386

after the first buckle delamination. Thus, no obvious load drop was recorded. In general, it appears that387

the specimens can not retain their entire performance after the first significant damage occurs.388

b) Gaps389

The failure mode of the ”Gaps” specimens cannot be precisely defined as a sequence of different inter-390

acting mechanisms led to the sudden failure (see Figure 16). One particular specimen (specimen no. 6)391

exhibited the peel off effect that could be seen on the pristine specimens. However, the significant load392

drop which was characteristic for the pristine specimens (Figure 15) was not observed. In addition, this393

premature failure (peel-off effect) was preceded by slight global buckling. Finally, the layer peel off was394

followed by simultaneous final fibre breakage associated with delaminations, which occurred especially in395

the 0/45 interfaces. As mentioned, this particular failure sequence could be observed just on one specimen396

of this set. Interestingly, this particular specimen yielded a slightly higher ultimate strength compared to397

the other ”Gaps” specimens. The major failure mode, however, was a simultaneous appearance of 0/45398

interface delaminations and localised fibre failure without early global buckling (see frame (b) in Figure 16).399

Since the difference in ultimate failure load of specimens exhibiting the slightly different damage mechanisms400

explained above is less than 3 %, we assume that the preceding buckling (observed just on one specimen) is401

a coupon alignment related issue.402
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
t = - 21 usec t = - 42 usec t = 0 t = - 63 usec t = - 84 usec 

fibre breakage delaminations

Figure 16: High speed camera frames: Compression test prior to final failure of ”Gaps”, specimen 8, the transparent red field

in frame (a) indicates the region where the middle gap reaches the edge of the specimen

c) Overlaps403

Similar to the ”Gaps” coupons’ failure modes, the ”Overlaps” specimens also exhibited two different404

failure mode sequences. For the case that an early global buckling occurred, the subsequent final failure405

was a buckle delamination mode that occurred predominantly in 0/45 interfaces. In those cases in which no406

buckling preceded the major failure, the specimens failed by fibre breakage followed by complete delamina-407

tion. Figure 17 shows the development of such a fracture behaviour. Frame (a) shows the intact specimens,408

whereas frame (b) the the fibre failure. The failure location is indicated by the red arrow. Figure 17 (c)-(e)409

depict the failure event further.410

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

fibre breakage

t = - 21 usec t = - 42 usec t = 0 t = - 63 usec t = - 84 usec 

Figure 17: High speed camera frames: Compression test prior to final failure of ”Overlaps”, specimen 1
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d) Staggered Gaps411

The failure mode of the ”Staggered Gaps” compression specimens was characterised by two types of fail-412

ure sequences. Two specimens out of five tested failed by a preceding delamination initiation and subsequent413

loss of integrity, whereas the remaining three failed by fibre breakage and almost simultaneously triggered414

delamination. The latter failure sequence is shown in Figure 18. Frame (a) shows the intact specimen. In415

frame (b), the location of the fibre breakage is indicated by the red arrow. Form this damage location de-416

lamination could propagate towards both supports of the test jig. This event is shown in the frames (d)-(d).417

The failure stresses of this set of specimens correlate well with the corresponding damage mechanisms. The418

specimens that exhibited delaminations failed at loads above the pristine ultimate strength level, whereas419

the specimens that failed by fibre breakage failed at loads below the pristine level.420

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

fibre breakage

t = - 21 usec t = - 42 usec t = 0 t = - 63 usec t = - 84 usec 

Figure 18: High speed camera frames: Compression test prior to final failure of ”Staggered Gaps”, specimen 1

e) Gaps & Overlaps421

The compression specimens of ”Gaps & Overlaps” failed by delamination without obvious premature422

fibre breakage. The red oval in frame (a) in Figure 19 indicates the location where delamination was423

initiated. Frame (b) depicts that fibre compression failure was observed at one edge of the specimen which424

occurred simultaneously with an opening mode of the delamination that arose shortly before the final failure425

event. The propagation of the delamination, which eventually led to fibre failure, is shown in frame (c).426

Figure 19 (d) and (e) depict the failure event further.427

The comparatively high scatter with a coefficient of variation of almost 15 % in ultimate failure strength428

indicates a possible variation in the failure mode within this set of specimens. However, based on the high429

speed camera recordings, no obvious changes in failure mode were observed. This leads to the assumption430

that the reason for the high scatter may be found in the manufacturing process. Although all of the431
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specimens were extracted from the same composite panel, small local variations in terms of both quality432

(e.g. compaction) and thus properties, as well as the severity of fibre misalignments are possible.433

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
t = - 21 usec t = - 42 usec t = 0 t = - 63 usec t = - 84 usec 

Figure 19: High speed camera frames: Compression test prior to final failure of ”Gaps & Overlaps”, specimen 3

3.2.3. Discussion434

The pristine specimen failure is mainly characterised by premature delaminations caused by buckling435

of the sample. Two different pristine failure phenomena were observed. Failure occurred either suddenly436

without a significant load drop prior to the rapture, or with a drop in load associated with the debonding437

of one surface sub-laminate. The final failure, however, was always caused by fibre rapture. Similarly to the438

pristine samples, the ”Gaps” and the ”Overlaps” specimens failed by an axial overloading of the 0◦ plies,439

which was accompanied with a slight buckling. However, a premature debonding of sub-laminates could not440

be recorded for the ”Gaps” and ”Overlaps” specimens. When testing the specimens of the ”Staggered Gaps”441

and ”Gaps & Overlaps”, a change in the failure sequence was noticed. In particular, the ”Gaps & Overlaps”442

specimens showed initiation and evolution of delamination as well as matrix cracks prior to final failure443

(see frame (a) in Figure 19). Final failure was still caused by 0◦ fibre rapture. Although the ”Staggered444

Gaps” configuration has also an elevated defect content, a distinct delamination failure that preceeds the445

final failure could not be observed. It is assumed that the severity of fibre misalignments controls the446

damage mechanisms rather than the actual amount of defects in the structure. Mukhopadhyay et al. [30]447

also pointed out this aspect. They studied the influence of out-of-plane fibre wrinkling on the compressive448

strength of carbon fibre/epoxy composites and found that the higher the severity of the fibre deviation, the449

higher the reduction in strength. Additionally, a transition from fibre dominated to a delamination failure450

mechanism was found, when the wrinkling severity was increased.451
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4. Summary and conclusions452

In this work, different defect configurations that can arise in composite components that are manufactured453

by the Automated Fibre Placement (AFP) process were experimentally investigated. The overall goal was to454

get a better understanding of how defects affect the mechanical performance of composites. Therefore, gaps455

and overlap defect types were artificially introduced into carbon fibre/epoxy composite specimens. Defect456

formations to allow for significant reductions in the specimen’s strength were developed via combinations of457

gaps and overlaps that cause fibre misalignments. The out-of-plane fibre misalignments cause interlaminar458

shear stresses and out-of-plane normal stresses that would promote an earlier occurrence of failure compared459

to the pristine specimens. Four defect configurations were developed, i.e. ”Gaps”, ”Overlaps”, ”Staggered460

Gaps” and ”Gaps & Overlaps”. It was shown, via microscopy analysis, that the integration of 2 mm wide461

defects and 2 mm wide staggers can be precisely realised with the manufacturing method developed to462

simulate AFP defects by hand layup. The effects of gaps and overlaps in the developed defect configurations463

were studied under tension and compression testing.464

The configurations ”Gaps”, ”Overlaps” and ”Staggered Gaps” did not yield a (positive) statistically465

significant knockdown in tensile or compressive strength. The ”Gaps & Overlaps” specimens, however,466

exhibited the more expected strength reductions in tension and compression of 7.4 % and 14.7 %, respectively.467

Amongst the defect configurations considered in this study, the ”Gaps & Overlaps” specimens were the only468

ones in which both gaps and overlaps defect types were combined. The results are consistent with other469

observations in the literature, e.g. those presented in [5], where isolated gaps and overlaps defects were470

shown to not cause a major knockdown in strength. A comparison of this work’s knockdown factors with471

measures reported in the literature can be found in Table 3.472

The failure behaviours of the defect specimens appear to be consistent with the level of ply waviness473

caused by the defects, which appears to be the main driving parameter. One should note that the measured474

knockdown factors are representative of the studied defect formations. Strength knockdowns for defects that475

occur during the actual industrial AFP process may be different. Based on the results presented here it can476

be postulated that if a defect in the AFP process is random, it is likely not to have a major detrimental477

effect. If however the defect is systemic, i.e. it occurs repeatedly and at the same location in each ply478

(or course) then the build-up of defects at the same location is likely to lead to a knockdown in material479

strength, compared to pristine properties.480

In order to promote the understanding of effects of defects in laminated composites, further experiments481

along with numerical modelling should be carried out. For example, the defect configurations presented here482

could be extended in such a way that defect and stagger sizes along with ply width may be varied.483
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Table 3: Comparison of defect strength values and associated knockdown factors of this work with the literature

Reference Test Defect information Baseline strength Knockdown factor (%)

Croft et al. [5] Tension Gap 2268 MPa 2.12

Overlap -0.97

half gap/overlap 3.40

Compression Gap -1242 MPa 0.81

Overlap -7.17

half gap/overlap 0

Sawicki and Minguet [3] Compression OL1*, 0.762 mm width - 10 +

OL1*, 2.54 mm width 14 +

OL2, 0.762 mm width - 10 +

OL2, 2.54 mm width 9 +

Turoski [4] Tension 3 gaps 982 MPa 15.60

Compression 3 gaps -544 MPa 8.50

This work Tension Gaps 750 MPa 1.3

Overlaps -3

Staggered Gaps 0.2

Gaps & Overlaps 7.4

Compression Gaps -643 MPa -7.6

Overlaps -9.5

Staggered Gaps -1.3

Gaps & Overlaps 14.7

+ Knockdown values were extracted from the reference’s figures as absolute numbers were not presented
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